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Base your answers to questions 19 and 20 on the
passage below and on your knowledge of social studies.

“During the greater part of the day the guil-
lotine had been kept busy at its ghastly work . . .  .
Every aristocrat was a traitor . . . . For two hun-
dred years now the people had sweated, and
toiled, and starved to keep a lustful court in lav-
ish extravagance; now the descendants of those
who had helped to make these courts brilliant
had to hide for their lives.”

19 Which event is referred to in this passage?
1 French Revolution 
2 Sepoy Mutiny
3 Protestant Reformation
4 Mexican Revolution

20 Which generalization best summarizes the views
of the author of this passage?
1 The common people of the nation deserved to

be punished for violating the country’s laws.
2 The goals of fraternity, equality, and liberty

were achieved in this period.
3 The nobility was being punished for bringing

benefits to the nation.
4 Because of past abuses by the nobility, the

common people staged a bloody revolt.

21 Which aspect of life in India demonstrates the
influence of the British colonial period?
1 constitutional government
2 arranged marriages
3 religious tradition of Hinduism
4 caste system

22 Which title would be most appropriate for this list
of characteristics?

I. 
A. “Cash crop” economies
B. Class systems based on birth and skin color
C. Ethnic and racial diversity

1 Problems of the Cold War
2 Results of colonialism in Latin America
3 Effects of feudalism on medieval Europe
4 Causes of the Korean War

Base your answers to questions 23 and 24 on the
table below and on your knowledge of social studies.

British Suffrage (voting rights) 

Year Suffrage Granted 

1815 to less than 50% of the male Anglican
population

1820’s to wealthy male Roman Catholics and
wealthy non-Anglican Protestants

1832 to men with a certain amount of 
property

1860’s to a large category of working-class 
men

1880’s to farmworkers and most other men

23 Which group was still excluded from suffrage in
the 1880’s?
1 men with a certain amount of property
2 working-class men
3 farmworkers
4 women

24 Which conclusion can be drawn from the table?
1 Anglicans gained the right to vote after the

Catholics.
2 Revolutions gained the right to vote for men.
3 The right to vote was gradually extended over

a period of time.
4 By 1860, all men had the right to vote.

25 • Japan annexes Korea (1910)
• Japan attacks Manchuria (1931)
• Japan invades French Indochina (Vietnam,

Laos, and Cambodia) (1940)

Based on these events, the most valid conclusion
about Japan’s foreign policy is that Japan

1 needed raw materials
2 based its aggression on the concept of isolation
3 was only interested in spreading its religion
4 readily accepted Western culture and values 
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Base your answers to questions 23 and 24 on the
chart below and on your knowledge of social studies.

23 Between 1540 and 1580, what happened to the
native population of Central Mexico?
(1) It decreased by approximately 6 million peo-

ple.
(2) It increased to a high of 26 million people.
(3) It increased by approximately 2 million peo-

ple per year.
(4) It decreased to 8 million people.

24 Which statement best explains the population
trend shown on this graph?
(1) Native beliefs included human sacrifice.
(2) Tribal warfare raged during this time period.
(3) Native traditions encouraged polygamy.
(4) Europeans brought diseases to Latin America.

25 The main cause of the mass starvation in Ireland
during the 19th century was the
(1) British blockade of Irish ports
(2) failure of the potato crop
(3) war between Protestants and Catholics in

northern Ireland
(4) environmental damage caused by coal mining

Base your answers to questions 26 and 27 on the bar
graph below and on your knowledge of social studies.

26 What conclusion can be drawn from the informa-
tion on this graph?
(1) Japan stopped its territorial expansion before

1910.
(2) By 1905, Japan had acquired less than

400,000 square miles of additional territory.
(3) Japanese territorial expansion increased most

rapidly between 1900 and 1905.
(4) Most of Japan’s territory was acquired

between 1895 and 1900.

27 The primary reason for Japan’s territorial growth
during this period was that Japan wanted to
(1) convert new areas to Shinto
(2) spread communism as quickly as possible
(3) obtain raw materials and food for its people
(4) establish new homes for its surplus population
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25 “If man in the state of nature is free, if he is
absolute lord of his own person and possessions,
why will he give up his freedom? Why will he
put himself under the control of any person or
institution? The obvious answer is that rights in
the state of nature are constantly exposed to the
attack of others. Since every man is equal and
since most men do not concern themselves with
equity and justice, the enjoyment of rights in the
state of nature is unsafe and insecure. Hence
each man joins in society with others to preserve
his life, liberty, and property.”

— John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, 1690

This statement provides support for the
(1) elimination of laissez-faire capitalism
(2) formation of government based on a social

contract
(3) continuation of absolute monarchy
(4) rejection of the natural rights philosophy

26 Which 19th century ideology led to the unifica-
tion of Germany and of Italy and to the eventual
breakup of Austria-Hungary and of the Ottoman
Empire?
(1) imperialism (3) liberalism
(2) nationalism (4) socialism

27 “Famine seems to be the last, the most dreadful
resource of nature. The power of population is so
superior to the power in the earth to provide sub-
sistence for man, that premature death must in
some shape or other visit the human race. . . .”

— Thomas Malthus, “Essay on Population,” 1798

This prediction proved to be wrong in part
because of increases in
(1) ethnic cleansing
(2) farm productivity
(3) the number of wars
(4) the number of droughts

Base your answers to questions 28 and 29 on the pas-
sage below and on your knowledge of social studies.

“It was a town of red brick, or of brick that would
have been red if the smoke and ashes had allowed it;
but as matters stood it was a town of unnatural red
and black like the painted face of a savage.  It was a
town of machinery and tall chimneys, out of which
interminable serpents of smoke trailed themselves
for ever and ever, and never got uncoiled.  It had a
black canal in it, and a river that ran purple with ill-
smelling dye. . . .”

— Charles Dickens, Hard Times

28 The author of this passage is describing condi-
tions caused by the 
(1) Commercial Revolution
(2) French Revolution
(3) Industrial Revolution
(4) Scientific Revolution

29 Which problem is the subject of this passage?
(1) economic inequality
(2) urban pollution
(3) lack of child labor laws
(4) poor transportation systems

30 The Meiji Restoration in Japan was prompted in
part by
(1) a fear that Japan would be colonized by 

western nations
(2) the failure of Japanese expansion
(3) the Shogun’s conversion to Christianity
(4) a desire to stay isolated

31 Growing nationalism and militarism in Europe
and the creation of secret alliances were
(1) reasons for the rise of democracy
(2) causes of World War I
(3) requirements for economic development
(4) reasons for the collapse of communism
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29 The theory of Social Darwinism was sometimes
used to justify
(1) the establishment of communist governments

in Asia
(2) Latin American revolutions in the early 19th

century
(3) the independence movement in India
(4) European imperialism in the late 19th

century

30 Japan’s increased foreign trade during the Meiji
Restoration was closely related to its
(1) need to maintain a traditional society
(2) desire for a modern industrialized society
(3) colonization by Western nations
(4) encouragement of foreign investment

31 Which event occurred first and led to the other
three?
(1) rise of fascism in Europe
(2) Bolshevik Revolution
(3) World War I
(4) signing of the Treaty of Versailles

32 The early 20th-century Zionist movement calling
for the establishment of a Jewish homeland was
an example of
(1) imperialism (3) capitalism
(2) nationalism (4) isolationism

Base your answer to question 28 on the maps below and on your knowledge of social studies.

28 Between 1790 and 1828, which situation helped cause the change reflected on these
maps of South America?
(1) The Aztecs regained control of many areas of South America.
(2) South American voters removed Spanish and Portuguese rulers from power.
(3) Spain sent conquistadores to South America.
(4) Enlightenment and revolutionary ideas spread from Europe and the United States

to South America.
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woodblock print below and on your knowledge of
social studies.

31 This late 19th-century Japanese print illustrates
(1) isolationism (3) cultural diffusion
(2) ethnocentrism (4) democracy

32 During which period of Japanese history was this
print most likely created?
(1) Tokugawa shogunate
(2) Meiji Restoration
(3) Russo-Japanese War
(4) post–World War II occupation

33 During World War I, which group of people were
victims of genocide?
(1) Arabs in Egypt
(2) Palestinians in Syria
(3) Algerians in France
(4) Armenians in the Ottoman Empire

34 The Treaty of Versailles punished Germany for its
role in World War I by
(1) forcing Germany to accept blame for the war

and to pay reparations
(2) dividing Germany into four occupied zones
(3) supporting economic sanctions by the United

Nations
(4) taking away German territory in the Balkans

and Spain

35 The main reason Japan invaded Southeast Asia
during World War II was to
(1) recruit more men for its army
(2) acquire supplies of oil and rubber
(3) satisfy the Japanese people’s need for spices
(4) prevent the United States from entering the war

Base your answer to question 36 on the passage
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

“It took the Big Four just five hours and twenty-
five minutes here in Munich today to dispel the
clouds of war and come to an agreement over the
partition of Czechoslovakia. There is to be no
European war, after all. There is to be peace, and
the price of that peace is, roughly, the ceding by
Czechoslovakia of the Sudeten territory to Herr
Hitler’s Germany. The German Führer gets what
he wanted, only he has to wait a little longer for
it. Not much longer though — only ten days. . . .”

Source: William Shirer, recording of CBS radio report
from Prague, September 29, 1938

36 The policy that France, Britain, and Italy chose to
follow at this meeting is known as
(1) appeasement (3) liberation
(2) self-determination (4) pacification

Global Hist. & Geo. –June ’04 [8]

Ladies with western musical instruments

Source: Published by Omori Kakutaro, wood block
print (detail), c. 1890, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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during World War II was to
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21 Sir Isaac Newton, Galileo Galilei, and Johannes
Kepler are all directly associated with the
(1) Industrial Revolution
(2) Scientific Revolution
(3) English Revolution
(4) Agricultural Revolution

22 The Enlightenment and the American Revolu-
tion were both major influences on 19th-century
uprisings in
(1) Latin America (3) Vietnam
(2) the Middle East (4) Japan

23 Before the French Revolution, the people of
France were divided into three estates based
mainly on their
(1) education level (3) social class
(2) geographic region (4) religious beliefs

24 One similarity in the leadership of Jomo
Kenyatta, José de San Martín, and Sun Yixian
(Sun Yat-sen) is that they
(1) supported nationalistic movements
(2) organized communist rebellions
(3) opposed trade with other nations
(4) established democratic rule in their countries

25 The Opium Wars in China and the expedition of
Commodore Matthew Perry to Japan resulted in
(1) the economic isolation of China and Japan
(2) an increase in Chinese influence in Asia
(3) the beginning of democratic governments in

China and Japan
(4) an increase in Western trade and influence in

Asia

26 What was a direct result of the Meiji Restoration
in Japan?
(1) Japan became a modern industrial nation.
(2) The Tokugawa Shogunate seized control of

the government.
(3) Russia signed a mutual trade agreement.
(4) Japan stayed politically isolated.

27 Which statement best describes a mixed
economy?
(1) The government determines the production

and distribution of goods and services.
(2) The products that consumers demand

determine what goods are produced.
(3) Some industries are owned by the state, and

others are privately owned.
(4) People produce the same goods, but in

different amounts, every year.

20 These illustrations suggest that early Latin American civilizations
(1) were based on European societies
(2) used advanced technology to build complex structures
(3) incorporated early Roman architectural design
(4) were strongly influenced by Renaissance humanism

Base your answer to question 20 on the illustrations below and on your knowledge of social studies.

Source: Sue A. Kime, World Studies: Global Issues and Assessments, N & N Publishing, 1995 (adapted)

Aztec Civilization (A.D. 1200 to 1535) Inca Civilization (A.D. 1200 to 1535)
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below and on your knowledge of social studies.

. . . The Laws ought to be so framed, as to secure
the Safety of every Citizen as much as possible.

. . . The Equality of the Citizens consists in this;
that they should all be subject to the same
Laws. . . .

— Documents of Catherine the Great,
W. F. Reddaway, ed., Cambridge University Press (adapted)

25 These ideas of Catherine the Great of Russia
originated during the
(1) Age of Exploration
(2) Age of Enlightenment
(3) Protestant Reformation
(4) French Revolution

Base your answers to questions 26 and 27 on the
speakers’ statements below and on your knowledge of
social studies.

Speaker A: Government should not interfere in
relations between workers and business
owners.

Speaker B: The workers will rise up and overthrow
the privileged class.

Speaker C: Private property will cease to exist. The
people will own the means of produc-
tion.

Speaker D: A favorable balance of trade should be
maintained by the use of tariffs.

26 Which two speakers represent Karl Marx’s ideas
of communism?
(1) A and B (3) B and D
(2) B and C (4) C and D

27 Which speaker is referring to laissez-faire
capitalism?
(1) A (3) C
(2) B (4) D

Base your answers to questions 28 and 29 on the
map below and on your knowledge of social studies.

28 What was a basic cause of the political changes
shown on this map?
(1) Russia and Japan formed an alliance.
(2) Korea defeated Japan in the Sino-Japanese

War.
(3) The Japanese people wanted to spread the

beliefs of Shinto.
(4) Japan needed raw materials for industriali-

zation.

29 Which event is associated with the changes
shown on this map?
(1) Opium War
(2) Meiji Restoration
(3) Chinese Nationalist Revolution
(4) rise of the Soviet Union
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Base your answer to question 25 on the statements
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Base your answer to question 25 on the statements
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

. . . The Laws ought to be so framed, as to secure
the Safety of every Citizen as much as possible.

. . . The Equality of the Citizens consists in this;
that they should all be subject to the same
Laws. . . .

— Documents of Catherine the Great,
W. F. Reddaway, ed., Cambridge University Press (adapted)

25 These ideas of Catherine the Great of Russia
originated during the
(1) Age of Exploration
(2) Age of Enlightenment
(3) Protestant Reformation
(4) French Revolution

Base your answers to questions 26 and 27 on the
speakers’ statements below and on your knowledge of
social studies.

Speaker A: Government should not interfere in
relations between workers and business
owners.

Speaker B: The workers will rise up and overthrow
the privileged class.

Speaker C: Private property will cease to exist. The
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tion.
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Base your answers to questions 28 and 29 on the
map below and on your knowledge of social studies.

28 What was a basic cause of the political changes
shown on this map?
(1) Russia and Japan formed an alliance.
(2) Korea defeated Japan in the Sino-Japanese

War.
(3) The Japanese people wanted to spread the

beliefs of Shinto.
(4) Japan needed raw materials for industriali-

zation.
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shown on this map?
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(2) Meiji Restoration
(3) Chinese Nationalist Revolution
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Base your answer to question 24 on the map below and on your knowledge of social studies.

24 Which conclusion about the slave trade in Africa is supported by this map?
(1) Most of the slaves came from eastern Africa.
(2) Few people were taken from Africa to other continents.
(3) Several European countries participated in the slave trade.
(4) The slave trade began in southern Africa.

African Slave Trade

Source: Ellis and Esler, World History: Connections to Today,
Prentice Hall, (adapted)
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25 What was a major cause of the French
Revolution?
(1) inequalities in the tax structure
(2) economic success of mercantilism
(3) failure of the Congress of Vienna
(4) Continental System in Europe

26 The British government took control of the Suez
Canal and Singapore during the 19th century in
order to
(1) sell petroleum to these territories
(2) gain more converts to Christianity
(3) ensure safe passage on strategic waterways
(4) transport laborers directly to the Americas

27 The Sepoy Rebellion was to India as the Boxer
Rebellion was to
(1) Russia (3) Japan
(2) China (4) Italy

28 One reason for Japan’s rapid industrialization
during the Meiji Restoration was that Japan had
(1) rejected Western ideas
(2) used its access to the sea for fishing
(3) relied on traditional isolationist policies
(4) reformed its political and economic systems
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Base your answer to question 20 on the cartoon
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

20 Which slogan best reflects the point of view of
Cecil Rhodes as shown in this cartoon?
(1) “Imperialism is a Glorious Pursuit.”
(2) “Embrace African Diversity.”
(3) “Unite All Africans.”
(4) “Connecting Constantinople to Cairo.”

21 What was the primary reason that large numbers
of people left Ireland in the 1840s and 1850s?
(1) The people faced mass starvation.
(2) A political revolution had started.
(3) A smallpox epidemic broke out in the

country.
(4) The people sought better educational

opportunities.

22 During the 19th century, European nations
established spheres of influence in China mainly
to
(1) profit from the ivory trade
(2) introduce Islam to the Chinese people
(3) gain commercial advantages in China
(4) obtain human rights for Chinese citizens

23 Porfirio Díaz, Francisco “Pancho” Villa, and
Emiliano Zapata are all associated with the
revolution in
(1) Haiti (3) Bolivia
(2) Mexico (4) Nicaragua

24 One effect of industrialization on Meiji Japan was
that it
(1) strengthened the power of the Shogunate
(2) decreased the level of pollution
(3) modernized transportation
(4) increased the number of small farms

25 What was a major cause of World War I?
(1) rebellions in colonial lands in Africa and Asia
(2) expansion of communism into western

Europe
(3) militarism in the nations of Europe
(4) inability of the League of Nations to keep the

peace

26 What was one reason that totalitarian
dictatorships gained power in Europe between
World War I and World War II?
(1) Famine and AIDS spread throughout

Europe.
(2) Trade was banned between western and

eastern Europe.
(3) Governments failed to meet the needs of the

people.
(4) Monarchies were reinstated in many nations.

The Rhodes Colossus
Source: Punch, 1892 (adapted)
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20 A common goal of Philip II of Spain and       
Louis XIV of France was to
(1) spread Calvinism
(2) promote political revolutions
(3) maintain absolute power
(4) isolate their nations

Base your answer to question 21 on the speakers’ 
statements below and on your knowledge of social 
studies.

Speaker A: My king has brought together the best 
mapmakers and scientists to study 
navigation. The expeditions he has 
sponsored will increase Portugal’s trade  
with the East and make us wealthy.

Speaker B: My people lost their land and were 
forced to work in the mines and fields.  
They received little economic benefit.

Speaker C: My queen has chartered joint-stock 
companies to control trade with our 
colonies.

Speaker D: My people were enslaved and have 
endured unspeakable hardships.  Many 
died during the Middle Passage.

21 Which two speakers would most likely support 
mercantilism?
(1) A and B (3) B and D
(2) A and C (4) C and D

22 • Parliament offered the throne to King William 
and Queen Mary.

 • Catholic King James II fled England for 
France.

 • Parliament agreed to joint rule with the 
monarch.

 These events are most closely associated with 
the
(1) Crusades 
(2) French Revolution 
(3) Glorious Revolution
(4) Reconquista

23 At the Congress of  Vienna (1815), the govern-
ments of Europe reacted to the French Revolution 
and the rule of Napoleon by attempting to
(1) restore old regimes to power
(2) spread the idea of democracy
(3) encourage nationalist movements
(4) promote the European free-trade zone

24 One political objective of both Otto von Bismarck 
and Giuseppe Garibaldi was to
(1) overthrow divine right monarchies
(2) unify their nations
(3) establish communist systems
(4) form an alliance with Great Britain

25 Karl Marx predicted that laissez-faire capitalism 
would result in
(1) a return to manorialism
(2) a revolution led by the proletariat
(3) fewer government regulations
(4) an equal distribution of wealth and income

26 The Portuguese control of Macao and the British 
control of Hong Kong in China are examples of
(1) collectivization (3) self-determination
(2) imperialism (4) containment

27 Commodore Matthew Perry’s visits to Japan in 
1853 and 1854 resulted in the
(1) colonization of Japan by the United States
(2) transfer of spheres of influence to China
(3) introduction of Christianity to Japanese 

society
(4) opening of trade and diplomatic relations 

with Japan

28 The term militarism can best be defined as
(1) loyalty to a nation or ethnic group
(2) buildup of armaments in preparation for war
(3) avoidance of military involvement in civil 

wars
(4) control of territories for economic and political 

gain
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